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Degroof Petercam – IMAP France advises InfraVia
German drinking water dispenser
Capital Partners on their investment in veterinary
market
leader,
Aqua Vita, sold to
clinic
network
Univet

Culligan Water in the USA

IMAP is pleased to announce that Degroof Petercam – IMAP France acted
as exclusive financial advisor to InfraVia Capital Partners on their capital
investment in Univet.
The Univet veterinary network federates independent veterinary
practitioners around a common infrastructure. Consisting of nearly 150
veterinary clinics and practices in France and Belgium, it is experiencing
strong growth and since 2020, the number of establishments has tripled,
with more than 40 new veterinary structures and 31 associate veterinary
practitioners so far this year alone. InfraVia Capital Partners (“InfraVia”)
bought its stake from the Platina investment fund which had been invested
in Univet since 2018.
In 2021, the Univet network reached over €50 million in revenue. The
partnership with InfraVia will enable Univet to continue its growth and
expansion in both France and Belgium, as well as strengthen its support
teams.
The Degroof Petercam – IMAP France team, led by David Amar, acted as
exclusive financial advisor to InfraVia Capital Partners. This deal further
highlights its expertise in the Healthcare industry and in the veterinary
services market.
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For more information on IMAP transactions visit www.imap.com

IMAP is an International Mergers and Acquisitions Partnership, with 450 M&A professionals and a presence in 40 countries. IMAP has
closed over 2,200 transactions valued at $120 billion in the last 10 years and is consistently ranked among the world’s top ten M&A
advisors for mid-market transactions (Refinitiv). IMAP advises primarily mid-sized companies and their shareholders on sales and
acquisitions globally, providing clients with entrepreneurial, unbiased advice and successfully helping them achieve their objectives.

